Trends in Analytical Instrumentation

Multi-Step Chemistry Without Test Tubes
FOUR REASONS WHY THIS IS THE BEST ULTRACENTRIFUGE YOU CAN BUY.

Touch-Programmable Operation
With full microprocessor control, continuously monitored operation, digital readouts, built-in memory for delayed starting, and Memory-Pak™ modules, the L8M is the easiest-to-operate ultracentrifuge, ever.

Quiet, Energy-Efficient Power
The L8M’s advanced Ultra-Smooth direct induction drive is vacuum-encased with no high-speed vacuum seal to wear, no brushes to replace. Now even more powerful, the L8M accelerates rotors up to 30% faster than ever before.

Ultimate Versatility
You get ω² computation, selectable accel/decel rates, the widest selection of rotors and tubes including exclusive Quick-Seal® Tubes, plus accessories for analytical capabilities, high temperature work, and more. The L8M can even be controlled by your personal or lab computer.

Reliable Performance
With user and service diagnostics, comprehensive safety systems, and a proven design based on 35 years of experience, the L8M is the most reliable, best-performing ultracentrifuge ever made.

Add our unmatched service and applications support, and it’s no wonder that the L8M is the standard of performance, quality and value, worldwide. For more information contact your local Beckman Representative or write: Beckman Instruments, Inc., Spinco Division, 1050 Page Mill Road, Palo Alto, California 94304.

BECKMAN
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We are the original and only source of true ATCC cultures. While many companies refer to an ATCC number, their cultures are derivatives.

The American Type Culture Collection, a non-profit organization, began acquiring, preserving and distributing microorganisms in 1925.

Today ATCC is the recommended source of test organisms cited by U.S. Pharmacopoeia, Code of Federal Regulations, Title 21, Food and Drugs; AOAC Official Methods of Analysis; standards established by ASTM, ANSI, NCCLS, and more.

ATCC is the only "one-stop" source of a wide range of biologicals including: • Algae • Animal Viruses and Antisera • Bacteria • Cell Lines • Chlamydiae • rDNA Vectors • Fungi • Human Tumor Cells • Hybridomas • Molecularly Cloned Viruses • Mycoviruses • Oncogenes • Phages • Plant Viruses and Antisera • Plasmids • Protozoa • Rickettsiae • Tumor Immunology Cells • Yeasts

**ATCC Offers**

**Reliability** — A culture purchased from the ATCC has been extensively characterized and quality controlled. ATCC's staff of experts make every effort to ensure that the culture you purchase is as unchanged as possible from the original deposit.

**Stability** — Strains are maintained in cryogenic storage rather than by continuous subculturing.

**Service**

— Place orders toll-free. Dial 800-638-6597.
— Rapid turnaround — most orders received within one week.
— Unsatisfactory cultures promptly checked and replaced.
— Expert staff for technical support.

Reduce your risk of genetic drift, use thoroughly tested, authenticated cultures. Buy direct. ATCC — **the source** for quality cultures since 1925. Contact us for catalogues of available strains.

**American Type Culture Collection**

12301 Parklawn Drive, Rockville, MD 20852 USA
(301) 881-2600
ASYST multiple windows permit side-by-side comparisons. The two-dimensional FFT routine, shown, is one of the many built-in functions.

With ASYST, data acquisition and analysis routines can be combined to create powerful, menu-driven functions.

Now acquire, analyze, and graph data all at the same time.

Introducing ASYST Scientific Software.

ASYST. The most powerful scientific software package available for a personal computer.

ASYST is the only software that turns an IBM PC, or compatible, into a complete scientific workstation—offering full data acquisition, analysis, and graphics capabilities.

• ASYST puts you in direct control of your data. Its unique interactiveness allows you to start reducing data even as it is being collected—graphing as you proceed.

• Multiple graphics windows permit quick visual comparison and allow you to select segments for further manipulation.

ASYST gives you the speed and precision of a minicomputer—at a fraction of the cost. And because it works on a PC, you can pull information through the analytical process without timesharing delays or software bottlenecks.

• ASYST fully utilizes an IBM PC with the 8087 coprocessor. This unique combination takes all intermediate calculations to the 80-bit precision level, offering precision exceeding that of other micros—as well as many minis and mainframes.

• A 1024-point Fast Fourier Transform, with ASYST and an IBM PC with 8087 chip, takes less than 3 seconds. An optimum performance custom routine tested on a DEC 11/23 + minicomputer with FPF 11™ took 2 seconds—at five times the price.

ASYST and your IBM PC give you the power, speed and precision of a minicomputer in your own lab.
The collector that can't lose drop, doesn't waste your time and won't cost a fortune.

The new HeliRac™ Fraction Collector from LKB

This new compact guarantees that no tube will ever change until the drop has been collected. So you won't waste your sample or your time. And the world's fastest time for tube change gives you perfect collection in any mode you choose: time, volume or drop. You'll also get simplified waste collection, with zero dead-volume and hence no contamination. So if you want reliability, HeliRac's got it. And if you want to save time, it's got every feature to automate your entire collection.

With more intelligence than many larger instruments, HeliRac is so simple to program and so easy to use. Let it run your system or be its slave. You'll get 6 time windows for optimal collection, 4 memories for program storage and an escape key to speed up parameter changes. That's the kind of flexibility you've always wanted in a collector so small—and with a price that's so sensible.

When you've seen it at work in your own laboratory, you'll know why the performance and value of HeliRac just can't be matched. Try it today and you'll see for yourself.
NEW UV/VIS:

Spectrophotometry hasn't been this simple since we invented it.

Dr. Beckman introduces the first practical UV spectrophotometer, the DU. Thousands of these dependable instruments are still in use.

1941

The Beckman Model B offers a low-cost, easy-to-use solution for routine, repetitive testing. This instrument was sold for 25 years.

1949

The 20 Series with digital readout, scanning and modular accessories continues the tradition of affordable, easy-to-use instruments.

1960

The DU Series introduces the first simple double-beam optical system utilizing programmed slits for scanning.

1973

1984

Remember the first Beckman Spectrophotometer you used? The simplicity and dependability?

The tradition continues.

Behind the simple operation of the new DU-50 Series Spectrophotometers are technological advances that give these instruments incredible capability.

They feature full programmability so you have control of all operations. Once you've established your test parameters, you simply store them on a simple plug-in Memory-Pac™ module for instant reuse.

And that's that. You save time. You eliminate errors.

There are four models available offering you the choice of scanning or programmability or both.

All of them deliver the day in, day out dependability we built an industry on.

A utilitarian, functional instrument so simple anyone can run it; so dependable you'll never give it a second thought.

Now is the perfect time to find out about it. For more information, contact your Beckman representative or Beckman Instruments, Inc., Spectroscopy Instruments Operations, Campus Drive at Jamboree Blvd., PO. Box C-19600, Irvine, CA 92713; (714) 833-0751.

© 1984 Beckman Instruments, Inc.
Over 350 laboratories worldwide now use Applied Biosystems products. In just two years, these remarkable instrument-reagent systems have become the standards for performance, reliability and ease of operation.

Protein/Peptide Sequencing, Oligonucleotide Synthesis, and Peptide Synthesis
Our contributions to the chemistries and automation of these techniques will enhance your research, reduce your operating costs and free you for more productive work.

A Commitment to Scientific Contributions
We pioneered automated systems for gas phase protein sequencing, phosphoramidites in oligonucleotide synthesis and preactivation of amino acids in peptide synthesis. Each one of these innovations has resulted in improved performance over conventional approaches.

A Commitment to Reliability
Scientists and researchers in over 350 laboratories will attest to the reliability of our instrument-reagent systems. We design, manufacture and test instruments and reagents side-by-side to ensure the optimum system performance you expect.

A Commitment to Product Support
The quality of our worldwide product support is unmatched. We install each new system and teach you how to get the best from it. We do not leave your laboratory until your system's performance meets published specifications. Follow-up service, if needed, is equally thorough and just a telephone call away from our network of product support centers. In addition, our research team is prepared to help you solve problems unique to your own applications—whether in research or in the production of peptides or oligonucleotides.

For more information, ask your local Applied Biosystems representative, contact us at one of the offices listed below, or circle reader service number 93.
New standards of vibration isolation

MICRO-g® systems

- Standard Post-Mount Isolators combined with Series 76 Honeycomb Tops achieve exceptional levels of attenuation and damping.
- Gimbal Piston isolators attenuate both vertical and horizontal vibration in a single compact module.
- New Series 76 honeycomb core tops offer superior damping, rigidity and structural integrity.
- Standard sizes to 4' x 12'; top thickness 2", 4", 8" and 12"; wide range of load ratings.

Technical Manufacturing Corporation
15 Centennial Drive, Peabody, Massachusetts 01960
Telephone: 617-532-6330 • Telex: 951408

DAMPING
(Decay rate of system input)

ISOlATION
(One vertical division equals 50% isolation)
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SCIENCE Posters

The following posters of Science covers are available:

- 30 March 1979, Tropical flowering tree;
- 23 February 1983, Landsat photo of Detroit, Michigan;
- 29 July 1983, Cheetah;
- 2 December 1983, Snowshoe hare;
- 23 December 1983, Cathedral window/DNA molecule.

Combination of space covers in scroll format: 1 June 1979, 23 November 1979, 10 April 1981.

Price is $5 each (prepaid).

Write to AAAS, Department POST, 1515 Massachusetts Avenue, NW, Washington, D.C. 20005.

Environmental Control From Percival

Have control of the environment with a biological, insect rearing, dew, or plant growth chamber from Percival. Whether you need a table model or a giant walk-in, Percival has the knowledge, experience, and quality product line to meet your specific needs. Or, Percival will prepare a recommendation to fit your requirements. Write today for more information and the complete Percival catalog or call collect 515/432-6501.

Percival Manufacturing Company
P.O. Box 249 Dept. S-10 Boone, IA 50036

...The name to remember for versatile Biological Incubators, Insect Rearing Chambers, Dew Chambers and Plant Growth Chambers.
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MPF-66 fluorescence combines superior optical performance and powerful data handling.

The new Perkin-Elmer MPF-66 Fluorescence Spectrophotometer combines the superior optical performance that you have come to expect from the MPF Series with the state-of-the-art Perkin-Elmer Series 7000 Professional Computer. A powerful, yet easy-to-use, software program provides simple instrument operation and data manipulation.

The MPF-66 provides excellent optical performance.

The MPF-66 optimizes both sensitivity and resolution, the two most important considerations in fluorescence. A new optical design which includes continuously variable slits allows you to select the largest slit width that provides the desired resolution, maximizing the sensitivity of your analysis.

A versatile microcomputer.

All instrument commands are entered via the Series 7000 Professional Computer, a unit specifically designed for the analytical laboratory. Soft keys on the computer make instrument operation simple. The Series 7000 Computers also support BASIC and FORTRAN, word processing and electronic spreadsheets.

Data manipulation-data you need in the format you want.

Perkin-Elmer's Computerized Luminescence Spectroscopy Software (PECLS) program, regarded as the most complete and flexible data manipulation program available for fluorescence, can be used with the MPF-66. PECLS includes an interactive viewing feature to let you see the part of the spectrum that you really need. The "OBEY" programming feature is included so you can automate your analysis and format the output.

Find out more!

For more information about Perkin-Elmer's new Model MPF-66 Fluorescence Spectrophotometer, call (800) 323-7155 (in Illinois, call (312) 887-0770). If you prefer, contact one of the offices below.

Perkin-Elmer Corp., Analytical Instruments, Main Ave. (MS-12), Norwalk, CT 06856
U.S.A. Tel: (203) 762-1000. Telex 965-954

Bodenseewerk Perkin-Elmer & Co., GmbH, Postfach 1120, 7770 Ueberlingen, Federal Republic of Germany. Tel: (07751) 811

Perkin-Elmer Ltd., Post Office Lane, Beaconsfield, Bucks HP9 1QA, England. Tel: Beaconsfield (049 46) 6161
You're looking at an electron micrograph of MonoBeads®, the most significant advancement in separation technology since the discovery of Sephadex®. And it's the MonoBeads which give a magical high performance to our new Fast Protein Liquid Chromatography (FPLC) System.

With a uniform particle size of 9.8 μm, this new hydrophilic, monodisperse medium is the secret of high performance.

High resolution of complex biological samples such as proteins, peptides, enzymes, monoclonal antibodies and polynucleotides can now be conjured up with typical separation times of 10-20 minutes.

fraction collector, UV monitor and pre-packed separation columns to fulfill all your needs for biological separations. Now, in just one or two steps, electrophoretically pure enzymes can be purified from crude tissue extract in just 10 to 40 minutes, with an overall yield in enzyme activity of greater than 80%.

When we had perfected the separation media, we turned our attention to the instrumentation. And we designed a system which represents the state of the art in protein separation technology.

We've included a gradient programmer, non-stainless steel pumps, programmable fraction collector, UV monitor and pre-packed separation columns to fulfill all your needs for biological separations. Now, in just one or two steps, electrophoretically pure enzymes can be purified from crude tissue extract in just 10 to 40 minutes, with an overall yield in enzyme activity of greater than 80%.

A small selection of the substances which have already been studied using the FPLC System.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Substances</th>
<th>Bacitracin</th>
<th>Monoclonal antibodies</th>
<th>Serum proteins</th>
<th>Urine proteins</th>
<th>Synthetic oligonucleotides</th>
<th>Viral proteins</th>
<th>Membrane proteins</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Introducing RepliPlate™ Colony Transfer Pads. The precise, convenient method of whole plate replication.

Put It to the Test!

RepliPlate colony transfer pads are designed specifically for replica plating colonies of bacteria. By using a specially coated pad, RepliPlate can easily deliver at least six precise replicates. RepliPlate pads can produce whole plate colony replicas with more precision, speed, and ease than velvet pads or nitrocellulose membranes*.

RepliPlate pads are pre-sterilized and ready-to-use so there is no fear of contamination, no special preparation or storage, and convenient biohazard containment is provided.

Put RepliPlate colony transfer pads to the test in your laboratory! Discover for yourself how RepliPlate pads offer more economy than conventional methods through time savings and accuracy.

For further information and to order, contact FMC Corporation, Marine Colloids Division, BioProducts Department, 5 Maple Street, Rockland, ME 04841. 1-800-341-1574. In Maine call (207) 594-4436.

* Results may depend upon the microorganisms used, their stage of growth, plating density and medium used.

RepliPlate and ® are trademarks of FMC Corporation. © FMC Corporation, 1984

FMC Marine Colloids BioProducts
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Waters™ HPLC Systems for Amino Acid Analysis.

Now analyze primary and secondary amino acids with one picomole sensitivity.

Introducing Waters high-speed PICO-TAG™ method. This innovative pre-column derivatization method is pre-packaged for guaranteed results. In 15 minutes, you can run a complete compositional analysis from as little as 100 nanograms of protein, with a detection limit of one picomole. Waters provides the complete methodology, plus reagents, buffers, column, Waters HPLC System and PICO-TAG Work Station.

With Waters Systems, choose the method that best meets your needs.

Waters AUTO-TAG™ OPA fully automated derivatization method. This exclusive method offers fully automated pre-column derivatization, separation and data reduction for high sensitivity analysis of primary amino acids. Perfect for process monitoring of amino acids in fermentation broths and cell cultures.

Classical Ion Exchange method with better quantitation. Waters improves this high resolution method with raw chromatographic data storage and re-integration capability for better quantitation, and full documentation of method, chromatography and integration.

More than offering just a choice of methodologies, Waters helps you get results.

For more information, contact Waters Life Science Dept., 34 Maple Street, Milford, MA 01757, 617-478-2000 (X 2665).
Sartorius accuracy in 0.1 second flat!

Series 1400 and 1500 electronic toploaders offer unbeatable performance at affordable prices.

Electronic weighing has never been faster—or more accurate—than Sartorius makes it with Series 1400 and 1500 MP8 toploading balances. Display update speed—0.1 second when weighing in—practically eliminates lag time. Advanced electronic technology, including very large scale integration (VLSI), puts routine functions under microprocessor control. And optional built-in RS232C data output lets you interface your Sartorius MP8 balance to a printer, computer, or data keyboard for maximum system flexibility.

Both Series 1400 and 1500 feature compact, space-efficient design and are available in single-, dual-, or quad-range models with readabilities from 0.001 to 0.1 g and full-range electronic taring. Series 1400 toploaders weigh to 6000 g; Series 1500, to 12,000 g. Both include the unique AutoCheck feature, which automatically reviews and verifies the status of all electronic circuits before the balance enters the weighing mode. And both feature new built-in keyboard options to simplify program capabilities such as counting, conversions, animal weighing, and formulation.

Put Sartorius speed and accuracy to work in your laboratory. For more information or a demonstration, call or write: Brinkmann Instruments Co., Division of Sybron Corporation, Cantiague Road, Westbury, NY 11590, Tel: 800-645-3050; in New York, 516-334-7500.

Sartorius electronic weighing systems
Brinkmann